Federal harbor infrastructure that protects waterfronts in many Great Lakes coastal cities and towns requires regular maintenance and repair. However, harbor infrastructure maintenance is no longer a federal budget priority, which has produced a serious situation of continuing deterioration. In addition, recent low water levels have accelerated deterioration in many harbor structures.

Approximately 80 percent of the Great Lakes harbor structures are older than their 50-year design life and many are more than 100 years old. With the current federal funding situation, the majority of harbor structures are not likely to be repaired in the foreseeable future. Many federal harbors are no longer considered a budget priority because of the lack of commercial use; further, the repair of navigation structures even at commercial harbors has a low budget priority.

With the lack of adequate maintenance, harbor structures will continue to deteriorate and put critical city infrastructure at risk. Reduced maintenance could increase shipping costs and also reduce protection of coastal assets and infrastructure that are currently sheltered by the harbor structures. Substantial damage to urban areas could result, with damages and replacement costs of harbor infrastructure being far greater than the investment required to maintain harbor infrastructure.

The United States Great Lakes navigation system includes over 600 miles of channels, 139 federal projects, 104 miles of structures, 20 dredged material disposal facilities, and the locks at Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan; Chicago, Illinois; and Buffalo, New York. This brochure provides an overview of the vital role that coastal infrastructure plays in protecting urban waterfronts from storm surges, waves, and ice. This paper is part of a larger effort to inform local officials and regional stakeholders of the benefits and risks associated with coastal infrastructure in light of current federal budgeting priorities. It also presents a strategy to prioritize limited federal funding and to begin a dialogue with local and state officials to investigate potential options for non-federal entities to assume responsibility for these structures in the long-term.

The Great Lakes coastal shoreline includes some of the most beautiful, valuable, and vulnerable property in the Midwest and Northeast. Cities and towns in eight States have flourished along the shores of the Great Lakes because of their natural beauty and the value they bring to commerce, navigation, and recreation. Most of these coastal cities were established as ports, taking advantage of the Great Lakes as their primary mode of transporting goods, material, and people.

A majority of Great Lakes coastal cities and towns have federal harbors that include channels for navigation and structures like breakwaters and piers. Although authorized to safeguard navigation activities in the federal harbors from waves and ice, these navigation structures also provide critical flood and storm protection for buildings, roads, and facilities that developed in their shadow along the urban waterfront. In some cases, this development includes critical infrastructure for power generation, water supply, and wastewater treatment.

Federal funding for the maintenance of federal harbors is prioritized based on the national economic benefits of the harbor related to commercial navigation. Harbors that lack significant commercial navigation are not currently a high funding priority. Consequently, maintenance of recreational harbors and harbors with limited commercial traffic has been deferred indefinitely. Ironically, federal investment in breakwater repair has gone down while the economic value of the critical city infrastructure protected by harbor structures has gone up. The failure of harbor infrastructure would put many public facilities at risk.

Great Lakes Navigation System

The Great Lakes navigation system is a network of harbors, channels, locks, and dams that provides for interstate and international transportation of goods and materials (five-year average 167 million tons of cargo).

Most of the federal harbors in the Great Lakes were constructed between 1860 and 1940. At some of these harbors, the level of commercial navigation has declined or been completely eliminated over the past 50 years. Recreation has become the major industry at many Great Lakes harbors, in some cases completely displacing industries that relied on commercial shipping. Currently, only 60 of the 139 federal projects on the Great Lakes support commercial navigation.
Coastal Forces

The Great Lakes are truly inland seas, with over 10,000 miles of coastline that is subjected to harsh, rapid changes in weather and wave conditions. Waves 10 to 24 feet in height, created by strong winds blowing over the lake surface, can deliver a powerful force capable of moving large stones weighing many tons each. Often, large waves combine with up to eight feet of storm surge, creating a substantial rise in water level.

The combination of storm surge and large waves, especially when accompanied by ice, generates powerful forces on harbor structures. Structures can be exposed to these forces many times each year, which can weaken a deteriorated structure with every event.

Harbor Structures

Great Lakes harbor construction began in the 1800s when demand for commerce prompted the nation to deepen coastal rivers and bays and to construct jetties or piers perpendicular to the shore. Jetties and piers help keep channels open for navigation. Later, offshore breakwaters were constructed to provide safe entry into the harbors, especially during storms.

Several types of breakwaters have been constructed in the Great Lakes. The oldest and largest group (31% of total) used timber crib core sections. Timber cribs are wooden frames that were constructed on shore, floated into position, and filled with rocks to sink them into place. Most timber cribs had a concrete or stone superstructure added later, and some have added steel sheetpile reinforcement.

Other structures are constructed with laid-up stone (13% of total), tightly placed cut stone blocks stacked into a pile around a core section that was often a timber crib. Newer breakwater structures are typically steel sheetpiling (25% of total) or stone rubble mound (28% of total). The latter structure type consists of large irregular boulders placed tightly together.

Over half of the coastal structures on the Great Lakes were built before World War I and over 80% are older than the typical 50-year design life. Deterioration is most extreme in breakwaters built with timber cribs, since wood decays rapidly when exposed to the air during low lake levels. Lake levels have been relatively low over the last several years, especially in Lake Michigan and Lake Huron, which has accelerated deterioration.
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Federal harbor infrastructure that protects waterfronts in many Great Lakes coastal cities and towns requires regular maintenance and repair. However, harbor infrastructure maintenance is no longer a federal budget priority, which has produced a serious situation of continuing deterioration. In addition, recent low water levels have accelerated deterioration in many harbor structures.

Approximately 80 percent of the Great Lakes harbor structures are older than their 50-year design life and many are more than 100 years old. With the current federal funding situation, the majority of harbor structures are not likely to be repaired in the foreseeable future. Many federal harbors are no longer considered a budget priority because of the lack of commercial use; further, the repair of navigation structures even at commercial harbors has a low budget priority.

With the lack of adequate maintenance, harbor structures will continue to deteriorate and put critical coastal infrastructure at risk. Reduced maintenance could increase shipping costs and also reduce protection of coastal assets and infrastructure that are currently sheltered by the harbor structures. Substantial damage to urban areas could result, with damages and replacement costs of harbor infrastructure being far greater than the investment required to maintain harbor infrastructure.

The Corps of Engineers and state and local officials are faced with the challenging task of developing a sound strategy to ensure the continued protection of critical coastal infrastructure. The Corps is implementing a two-tiered approach to address this need. The first approach will focus on prioritizing limited funding to critical commercial harbor infrastructure using risk-based methodology. The second approach will be to initiate a dialogue with state and local officials to determine the best strategy for protecting vital harbor infrastructure that is no longer a budget priority.

For information about coastal infrastructure at federal harbors, contact the following Corps of Engineers offices:

Harbors in MI, MN, and WI
Dave Wright
Detroit District
(313) 226-3573

Harbors in IL and IN
Shamel Abou-el-Seoud
Chicago District
(312) 846-5470

Harbors in OH, NY and PA
Joshua Feldmann
Buffalo District
(716) 879-4315

The Way Ahead

The Corps of Engineers has established a technical team to develop consistent methods to assess harbor infrastructure condition and determine the risks associated with the potential failure of structures. This information will be used to prioritize limited federal funding in a manner that reduces risk to the Great Lakes navigation system.

For federal structures that are no longer a budget priority, the Corps will initiate a dialogue with state and local officials to inform them of the current condition of the infrastructure and the projected risks posed by deferred maintenance. Together we can investigate options that would allow non-federal entities to assume maintenance responsibility for these structures if state or local officials want to preserve the navigation, recreation, and flood damage reduction benefits they provide.

Although the challenges posed by limited funding for harbor structure maintenance are very serious, our best opportunity for protecting our valuable Great Lakes coastal resources lies in working collaboratively on a local, state, and federal level to prioritize limited resources and develop innovative, effective solutions to these serious challenges.

Great Lakes Navigation System

The Great Lakes navigation system is a network of harbors, channels, locks, and dams that provides for interstate and international transportation of goods and materials (five-year average 167 million tons of cargo).

Most of the federal harbors in the Great Lakes were constructed between 1860 and 1940. At some of these harbors, the level of commercial navigation has declined or been completely eliminated over the past 50 years. Recreation has become the major industry at many Great Lakes harbors, in some cases completely displacing their shadow along the urban waterfront. In some cases, this development includes critical infrastructure for power generation, water supply, and wastewater treatment.

Federal funding for the maintenance of federal harbors is prioritized based on the national economic benefits of the harbor related to commercial navigation. Harbors that lack significant commercial navigation are not currently a high funding priority. Consequently, maintenance of recreational harbors and harbors with limited commercial traffic has been deferred indefinitely. Ironically, federal investment in breakwater repair has gone down while the economic value of the critical city infrastructure protected by harbor structures has gone up. The failure of harbor infrastructure would put many public facilities at risk.

The United States Great Lakes navigation system includes over 600 miles of channels, 139 federal projects, 104 miles of structures, 20 dredged material disposal facilities, and the locks at Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan; Chicago, Illinois; and Buffalo, New York. This brochure provides an overview of the vital role that coastal infrastructure plays in protecting urban waterfronts from storm surges, waves, and ice. This paper is part of a larger effort to inform local officials and regional stakeholders of the benefits and risks associated with coastal infrastructure in light of current federal budgeting priorities. It also presents a strategy to prioritize limited federal funding and to begin a dialogue with local and state officials to investigate potential options for non-federal entities to assume fiscal responsibility for these structures in the long-term.

The Great Lakes coastal shoreline includes some of the most beautiful, valuable, and vulnerable property in the Midwest and Northeast. Cities and towns in eight States have flourished along the shores of the Great Lakes because of their natural beauty and the value they bring to commerce, navigation, and recreation. Most of these coastal cities were established as ports, taking advantage of the Great Lakes as their primary mode of transporting goods, material, and people.

A majority of Great Lakes coastal cities and towns have federal harbors that include channels for navigation and structures like breakwaters and piers. Although authorized to safeguard navigation activities in the federal harbors from waves and ice, these navigation structures also provide critical flood and storm protection for buildings, roads, and facilities that developed in their shadow along the urban waterfront. In some cases, this development includes critical infrastructure for power generation, water supply, and wastewater treatment.

For information about coastal infrastructure at federal harbors, contact the following Corps of Engineers offices: